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FEEL THE BEAT

It's a Grand Night for dancing, too!
Grand Night
for Singing

Where: Singletary
Center for the Arts,
UK campus
When: June 8,9,15,16
at 7:30 p.m.;
June 10,17 at 2 p.m.
Tickets: Call
859.257.4929 or visit
www.SCFATickets.com

Anyone who has attended Grand Night
for Singing knows it’s also a grand night for
dancing. This year a new choreographer -Grady McLeod Bowman -- is joining the Grand
Night crew, and he’s excited to be here.
“I saw footage from a past Grand Night and
really enjoyed it. The voices blew me away and
the overall production of the entire thing was
just stunning,” Bowman said. “This might be
the largest cast I’ve ever worked with. And to
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2018 Alltech winners posed before a photo of Dr. Pearse Lyons. At left is Dr. Mark Lyons, at right Dr. Everett McCorvey.

2018 Alltech Vocal
Scholarship winners
UNDERGRADUATE
nAlltech 1st Place
Incoming Undergraduate Award & Scholarship:
Casey Mayo
n Bryant’s Rent-All &
Alltech Crop Science
2nd Place Undergraduate Award & Scholarship:
Samuel Powless
nBarbara Rouse
Kentucky Prize: Casteel
Fullen
nAlltech Lexington
Brewing and Distilling
Incoming Undergraduate Award & Scholarship:
Ethan Mooney
nKayfield Academy
Encouragement Award:
Faith Craven
nAddington & Mills
Encouragement Award:
Lucy Dever
nAlltech Encouragement Award: Katie
Copeland
TRANSFER
nAlltech 1st Place
Transfer Student Award:
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Marquita Richardson
nAlltech Crop Science
2nd Place Transfer Award:
Nathaniel Thompson
GRADUATE
nAlltech 1st Place
Graduate Award: Jeremy
Kelly
nAlltech 2nd Place
Graduate Award: Taylor
Comstock
nGail Robinson Graduate Award: Tanyaradzwa
Tawengwa
nDr. Pearse and Mrs.
Deirdre Lyons Performance Encouragement
Award: Emily Weaver
nJ. Alexander’s Restaurant Encouragment
Award: Kendra Beasley
nALTOUR Encouragement Award: Gabrielle
Fuqua
nThe Webb Companies
Encouragement Award:
Hunter Shaner
nMcCauley’s Encouragement Award: Tianxi
Wang

Tribute to Pearse Lyons
Kentucky, Lexington and UKOT lost a great friend and
supporter when Dr. Pearse Lyons, founder of Alltech and
generous supporter of UK singers, died March 8. In his
memory we share excerpts from Dr. Everett McCorvey’s
memorial remarks about his friend.
It was Pearse’s idea to start the Alltech Vocal Scholarship Competition and the results have been extraordinary. It has changed the face of UK Opera Theatre.
Pearse and his wife, Deirdre, have flown singers all over
the world and sponsored them in activities to further their
careers. The Lyons’ have made it possible for so many of
our singers to have life-changing experiences.
Pearse loved to sing. His voice grew stronger as the
evenings went on and he would sing until the early hours
of the morning. Then after a few hours of sleep, he would
get up and go running with his team.
Pearse never wavered from his love of life and of his
fellow man and that was truly infectious. He was a great
man and a great, great friend
I loved Pearse like a brother. I will miss him forever. I
am just so thankful he and Deirdre made Kentucky their
home and allowed so many people to shine by offering
us their light. Kentucky will be forever changed because
of the love, dedication and support of Dr. Pearse Lyons.
Rest in peace, my friend.
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Bring back raw, exciting energy
From Page 1
have that entire beautiful orchestra onstage just gives
incredible energy to the performers as well as to the
audience.”
DC Theatre Scene said Bowman knows how to use
a big, complex set. Praising his choreography of My
Fair Lady last year, the reviewer wrote that Bowman
used, “every level, every stair, and every prop to full
advantage – wonderful and unexpected."
Bowman, who traveled from his home in New York
to Lexington to choreograph the show, said he loves
a challenge, which makes him a perfect match for the
ever-changing Grand Night. In his words: “The eclectic
collection of musical styles is what excites me most as
a choreographer. I pride myself on being versatile so I
love the challenge of choreographing different kinds of
things. It’s like cracking a really stubborn nut sometimes,
but I find great joy in figuring it out.”
This versatility is easy to see in his past work, which
also includes everything from A Night With Janis Joplin
to The Very Hungry Caterpillar Show, and from Grease
to Godspell.
Bowman said his favorite modern choreographer is
Britain’s Steven Hoggett, winner of Laurence Olivier and
Tony awards. (Hoggett might be familiar for his most
recent work on Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.)
Bowman is especially impressed with “how he makes
dance out of ordinary everyday gestures. It’s beautiful

and hard to explain at the same time.” Bowman
characterizes his own work as having “a strong sense
of rhythm. I started out as a tap dancer first, and I think
that has stayed with me throughout my years as a
performer and now as a choreographer,”
Bowman has worked many times with students. “It’s
important to raise the bar of professionalism by setting
a certain level of expectation, while at the same time
understanding that this is an educational experience.
"For me, it’s important to try and teach them new things
and push them past what they think they’re capable of.”
What should the audience look for when watching
dance? “I would probably say that it’s not something you
look for. It’s something you feel. Dance should invoke
reaction. Dance technique has gotten to such a high
level, that I think in our quest for perfection, we’ve lost a
little bit of the raw and exciting energy that dancers used
to have.”
Grand Night audiences will do well to take their cues
from Grady Bowman: respond to the rhythm; try to feel
the energy of the dances; and be aware of the many
different patterns of movements, each one proper to its
particular musical number.
When the energy flows both ways – as it does at
Grand Night – the audience truly becomes part of the
performances. This year’s audiences will have the
exciting chance to experience something new.
Dorothy Carter

McCorvey recognized
by UK Libraries

UKOT’s Dr. Everett McCorvey was awarded the UK
Libraries Medallion for Intellectual Achievement recognizing “Kentuckians who have shown exceptional intellectual
achievement and contributed to the lasting value of the
Commonwealth.”
Created in 1990, only one award is made each year,
based on majority vote of the UK Libraries National Advisory Board. The recognition noted that although McCorvey grew up in Alabama and earned his degrees there,
he “has been a powerhouse in the Kentucky and national
arts scene for more than 25 years” as a voice teacher,
director of UKOT and of the National Chorale, founder of
the American Spiritual Ensemble, and a tenor soloist in
multiple venues around the nation and world. McCorvey

UK President Eli Capilouto and Dr. Everett McCorvey.
was also recognized for his role as executive producer
of the opening and closing ceremonies at the FEI World
Equestrian Games and for his service as vice-chair of the
Kentucky Arts Council.
UK President Eli Capilouto presented the medallion to
McCorvey at a gala in May on the UK campus.
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National
Chorale
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Kentucky composer,
singers at Lincoln Center

The National Chorale is celebrating its 50th anniversary season in New York but there are strong
strains of Kentucky in its vocal magic.
On March 16 the fabled vocal music company,
under the direction of UKOT’s Dr. Everett McCorvey
since 2014, performed the New York premier of Thy
Will Be Done by Kentucky composer Angela Rice.
Among the featured singers in Lincoln Center’s David Geffen Hall were UKOT alums Gregory Turay,
Rebecca Farley, Amanda Balltrip, Matthew Pearce
and Jeryl Cunningham Fleming. Another Kentuckian, baritone Anthony Clark Evans, sang the role of
Satan.
The Easter oratorio, which tells the story of the
life, ministry, crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus
Christ through scriptural language, is familiar to
Central Kentucky audiences. It premiered in 2012,
performed by Bluegrass Opera at Central Christian
Church in Lexington, with Turay singing the role of
Jesus, as he did in New York.
It has been performed in Lexington every year
since and, as Lexington Herald-Leader writer Rich

Composer Angela Rice and Dr. Everett McCorvey.
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Charles Wenzelberg
Amanda Balltrip singing with the National Chorale.

Copley explained, McCorvey has worked with Rice
since 2014 to get it ready for the New York debut.
At the conclusion of last year’s performance at UK’s
Singletary Center, Copley reported, “McCorvey
looked at the Winchester composer and said, ‘This is
ready to go.’” And go it did.
“Under the direction of Everett McCorvey, this
filled out Choir and Orchestra reached for our better
angels while working with Rice’s Oratorio,” composer
David Cieri wrote in a blog post. “It was a beautiful
thing to be a part of this audience that was so expressive and supportive of the composer and the artists on this night.”
The audience at Lincoln Center thanked Rice, McCorvey and the chorale with a standing ovation.
In April another UKOT standout, baritone Reginald
Smith Jr., was a soloist for the Chorale’s performance of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9. Like Turay
20 years earlier, Smith was a grand finals winner in
the 2015 Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions. Since graduating from UK, he won many other
competitions, studied at the Houston Grand Opera
Studio and has sung with opera companies throughout the U.S. and in Russia.
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Students launch
into summer, future
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Happenings
June

It's a Grand NIght for Singing!
Where: Singletary Center
When: June 8, 9, 15, 16 at 7:30 p.m.
June 10, 17 at 2 p.m.
Cost: Ticketed event

October

UK Vocal Competition for Young Singers
Where: Schmidt Vocal Arts Center, UK Campus
When: Oct. 6 at 10 a.m.
Cost: Free and open to to public

November

Silent Night (2012 Pulitzer Prize winner)
Where: Singletary Center
When: Nov. 9,10 at 7:30 p.m.; Nov. 11 at 2 p.m.
Cost: Ticketed event
Metropolitan District Auditions
Where: Singletary Center
When: Nov. 17, time to be announced.
Cost: Free and open to the public

December

Alltech Celebration of Song
Where: The Square, downtown Lexington
When: December 9 at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: Free and open to the public

March 2019

Madama Butterfly
Where: Singletary Center
When: March 1,2 at 7:30 p.m.; March 3 at 2 p.m.
Cost: Ticketed event

June 2019

It's a Grand Night for Singing
Where: Singletary Center
When: June 7,8,14,15 at 7:30
p.m.; June 9, 16 at 2 p.m
Cost: Ticketed event

Kyle Burney will intern with Prague Summer
Nights music festival in the Czech Republic.
Cooper Fitch will be at The Lost Colony
in Manteo, NC.
Makeda Hampton will attend the Know Your
Voice pedagogy conference at Indiana University, with financial assistance from OperaLex.
Elizabeth Massie will study conducting and
music history in Salzburg, Austria with the Kentucky Institute for International Studies.
Zack Morris will be a young artist for Opera Saratoga, performing in Lehar’s The
Merry Widow and in several concerts.
Michael Pandolfo will be a young artist at Glimmerglass Summer Music Festival. He will sing in the French chorus in Silent Night and understudy Ponchel.
Dani Riviera will intern at Kentucky Opera.
Greta Rosenstock will perform in summer
stock in St. Louis.
Tara-Lynn Skinner will entertain at Coney Island amusement park in Ohio.
Three students - Catherine Zickert, Emma
Scott and Lauren Martin - will sing in the University of Kentucky Women's Choir’s European tour.
And three students - Jessica Bayne, Kellie
Crawford and Emilia Bustle - will work in Lexington Theatre Company's production of The
Music Man. Bayne will also sing Pamina in The
Magic Flute in August with Lyric Opera Studio
Weimar in Germany. Crawford and Bustle will
appear in Grand Night. Bustle will work LTC's entire season, as Youth and Teen Dance Captain in
The Music Man and perform in A Chorus Line.

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Taylor Comstock will return as an Alltech
Scholar to pursue a master's degree, and has
been cast in UKOT's fall production of Silent
Night. This summer he will be a studio artist at Wolf Trap Opera where he will cover the
title role in Mozart's Idomeneo and sing in the
chorus in Gounod's Roméo and Juliette.
Mary-Margaret Gamblin will join Teach for
America in New York and audition for various roles.
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Encore! Great cause,
marvelous party
“I have been to a marvelous party.”
Thus wrote/sang/chanted Noel Coward in 1938 and many
of us lived it May 12.
The “marvelous party” was Encore!, ostensibly a fundraiser for OperaLex to raise money to support the Opera
Program at the University of Kentucky. What it was, in practice, was a resounding celebration of much that is special
about living in the Bluegrass.
To begin with, it was Keeneland, in May; intoxicatingly
green, lush and bursting with life.
Then there was the 1938 Rolls Royce convertible just
inside the entrance. Is that what it takes to get a good parking space?
Then there was the wine-tasting (Thank you Liquor Barn!)
and the mingling of Lexington’s arts supporters with the
singers/students/nascent citizens of the UK Opera Theatre program. And then the dining room; it was a palace of
glassware, auguring well for the meal to come.
UKOT graduate Jenna Day came
back from her home in Los Angeles
These
to guide us through the evening
young
and share her passion for this
people
program and these students. The
come to UK
spirit in the room got higher and
to sing and
higher:
learn to sing
The passion and the taland learn to
ent of the singers could not be
teach others
resisted.
to sing
•Tshegofatso Clement Baloyi
broke everyone’s heart with his
“Ole Man River.”
•Michael Preacely and Taylor Comstock delivered world-class performances and inspiring
personal stories.
•Jessica Bayne defined class for us all.
•Emilia Bustle charmingly explained to us that "Life Upon
the Wicked Stage" isn’t what a girl supposes.
These young people come to the University of Kentucky
to sing and learn to sing and learn to teach others to sing.
They and Lexington are made better by their time here. It is
a kind of gardening of talent, and scholarship, and citizenship. Encore! was a kind of harvesting and renewing of that
gardening.
Roger Leasor
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Henry Houtulag
Parker Van Houten and Ashley Cissell.

A strong bet on
Undergrad Studio

Audiences got lucky when Dr. Tedrin Blair Lindsay
created a delightful “conflation of opera and art song”
into Games Night! for UKOT’s Undergraduate Studio’s
third annual showcase. Two short works combined into
an evening of card games in 1950’s Chicago.
Samuel Barber’s A Hand of Bridge is 9 minutes long
– Wikipedia calls it “possibly the shortest opera that is
regularly performed.” In it two unhappily married couples
(double-cast for UKOT’s two performances) play bridge
at a luxurious private club, and each character sings an
arietta expressing hidden desires, ranging from “a hat of
peacock feathers” to “a life as the King of Diamonds in
Palm Beach,” while maintaining a proper “poker face.”
In Seymour Barab’s 35-minute opera A Game of
Chance, a mysterious stranger visits three young women to offer each fulfillment of her fondest wish – which
proves to be “not enough” for lasting happiness.
Catarine Hancock, Kyle Burney, Harper Bullard,
Emma Scott, Ruthie Sangster, Joseph Kingsbury, Kyle
Hamlin and Cooper Fitch depicted the two couples, the
club owner and one man’s shadowy mistress.
Emily Redden, Ashley Cissell and Catherine Zickert
appeared as the young women in Barab’s opera and
Parker Van Houten was their unnerving visitor.
John Jacob Niles’ suite of five Gambling Songs sung
by Diane Clements, Jeffrey Oakman and Dena Sullivan
Smith, accompanied on the piano by Lindsay as Theodore Emerson, formed the club’s evening entertainment.
					Mary Powell
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TalkingwithTedrin

A tour of Broadway musicals

By Tedrin Blair Lindsay, PhD

For this column, I want to give a randomly selective
overview of contemporary musicals. The “Broadway cast
album” continues to be a profitable way to disseminate
new shows. Since many of our UKOT students want to
work on this repertoire, and because we seek to include
numbers from modern shows as well as classics in Grand
Night, access to these recordings remains as essential to
my absorption of show tunes as ever!
Much of what we hear on Broadway today derives from
the composer Jason Robert Brown, whose works range
from the very conceptual Songs for a New World (1997)
to standard book musicals like Parade (1999) and The
Bridges of Madison County (2014). These are all very
dramatic scores in a folk/pop/rock idiom, filtered through
musical theatre style. My favorite is the The Last Five
Years (2002), which portrays an intense romantic relationship that ultimately fails, from both persons’ points of
view simultaneously. This score is varied and tuneful, with
imaginatively witty and arrestingly insightful lyrics. There
are several cast recordings but I
prefer the movie soundtrack from
2015, starring Anna Kendrick
and Jeremy Jordan. Afficionados
are very opinionated about the
various casts, so I will mention
the excellent premiere recording
with Norbert Leo Butz and Sherie
Jason Robert Brown René Scott, and the 2013 OffBroadway cast of Adam Kantor and Betsy Wolfe, but the
movie version grabs my heart and ears the most.
The Jason Robert Brown (JRB) style has been most
successfully appropriated by the current hottest team of
Benj Pasek and Justin Paul, whose 2017 hit Dear Evan
Hansen replaced Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton as the
Broadway sensation. They also wrote the 2017 movie
musical The Greatest Showman. The scores are clearly
indebted to JRB but not as sophisticated or polished. If
I’m really honest, I would have to say their songs sound
very much the same to me, within variances of tempo and
mode. Still, mindful that people disdained Andrew Lloyd
Webber as too popular, we at Grand Night are including a
song from each of these Pasek/Paul creations this year!
Then there are a lot of shows based on proven formulas like the anthology approach taken by Beautiful: The
Carole King Musical (2014), the Disney approach of Lynn

Dr. Tedrin Lindsay
Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty (who wrote Ragtime) in
Anastasia (2017), or the based-on-a-hit-movie approach
Kevin Murphy and Laurence O’Keefe took in Heathers:
The Musical (2014). There’s also the retro musical, like
The Drowsy Chaperone (2006) by Lambert/Morrison, and
the niche-music musical, like the very effective 9/11 musical Come From Away (2017) by Irene Sankoff and David
Hein, set in Newfoundland where dozens of planes were
diverted from the New York area that dreadful day.
Then occasionally, there comes along something more
artistically substantial. Two that I regard as standouts
couldn’t be more different. One is the 2015 Tony Awardwinner Fun Home by the proven Broadway team Jeanine
Tesori and Lisa Kron. This is a serious character study of
a closeted gay father and his emergent lesbian daughter,
presented with unflinching honesty and heart-wrenching
compassion, in a fluid approach to time and memory, both
in the highly effective music and in the theatricality of the
unusual script. At the other end of the spectrum is the
campy spoof both of Shakespeare and musicals, Wayne
and Karey Kirkpatrick’s 2015 hit Something Rotten! Full of
hip anachronisms and topical inside jokes, and very raunchy, it doesn’t so much do something new as something
fresh and fun within the traditions of a Broadway musical.
Dr. Everett McCorvey and I have had that show’s “Welcome To the Renaissance” stuck in our heads, and you
will, too, after you hear it in Grand Night this year, along
with a number of other songs from the shows mentioned
here. But you’ll have to attend to find out which ones ….
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